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ABSTRACT

The location of subsurface seismic events is important for
various geophysical applications. For example, it can be used
for underground intrusion detection, monitoring precursors of
natural hazards (e.g., sinkholes, rock-falls, landslides, etc.),
tracking the structural integrity of mines, locating trapped per-
sonnel, and microseismic reservoir monitoring. For a useful
analysis, it is imperative that located events be as close as pos-
sible to their true spatial position. Although a variety of location
methods have been developed, most assume that the correct
velocity model is known and are very sensitive to errors in
its estimation. Velocity is often estimated at recording borehole
locations and calibrated if possible. However, calibration
requires manual picking that may induce errors. We use

moveout-corrected gathers, whose flatness serves as an objec-
tive function, for picking-free velocity model inversion using
known source locations. These gathers can be constructed using
any implementation of seismic wave propagation. To limit com-
putational costs, we use an eikonal traveltimes solver. The in-
verse problem is solved using a global optimization approach
with an adequate borehole-driven model parameterization.
The method performs well in constructing an effective velocity
model for location with or without knowledge of the source ori-
gin time. We show its application on reservoir-scale synthetic
examples as well as a 3D shallow subsurface field one and show
the significant final improvement in location accuracy. A single
known source is used for calibration of the velocity model. The
updated model is not necessarily correct, but it can be effectively
used to improve location.

INTRODUCTION

In the mining industry, event location is used to locate trapped
miners (Cao et al., 2012) and monitor the structural health of the
mine (Šílený andMilev, 2008). Operating in the shallow subsurface,
event location may be useful for underground intrusion detection
(Tucker et al., 2007) and monitoring precursors for sinkholes (Abel-
son et al., 2018), rockfalls (Senfaute et al., 2009), and landslides
(Tonnellier et al., 2013). Microseismic monitoring is the key tech-
nology in imaging hydraulic fractures. Due to the recent industry
focus on unconventional resources and the associated need for ef-
fective hydraulic fracturing, microseismic monitoring has become a
commonplace technology (Maxwell, 2014). Both downhole arrays
(Maxwell et al., 2010) and surface receivers (Eisner et al., 2010)
have been used to record and subsequently locate microseismic
events, each with its own advantages and drawbacks (Eisner et al.,
2009a; Diller and Gardner, 2011).

A subsurface event is generated from an unknown source mecha-
nism, at an unknown location (hypocenter), and at an unknown ori-
gin time. There are many studies that address the location problem,
trying so solve it by different methods. For their majority, they rely
on a background velocity model, which is assumed to be known or
calibrated (for a thorough overview, see Maxwell, 2014). The stan-
dard, most common approach is to use picked arrival times of the P-
and S-waves of a microseismic event to estimate the hypocenter
location through arrival-time inversion, as is often done in earth-
quake location (Gibowicz and Kjiko, 1994; Urbancic and Rutledge,
2000). In practice, the often restricted acquisition setup requires ex-
traction of additional information through polarization measure-
ments (Fischer et al., 2008). Using 3C sensors, the wavefront
propagation direction of P- and S-phases may be estimated, yielding
a directional constraint on the source location. This procedure is
mandatory in the common case of single-well monitoring.
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An alternative approach to picking-based location methods is scan-
ning trial sources in space and time and imaging recorded data at
those locations (Drew et al., 2005). In its most basic form, given
a trial source location and a velocity model, data are aligned along
the expected moveout and their amplitude, or energy, is stacked.
More elaborate signal coherence measures, such as semblance (Fuller
et al., 2007), may also be used. Within a grid of possible source lo-
cations and origin times, the point of the maximal stack or coherency
response is taken as the hypocenter location. A joint P- and S-wave
waveform migration has been suggested (Bardainne et al., 2009), as
well as a deconvolution-based migration that uses the joint temporal
and spatial origin of both phases (Haldorsen et al., 2013). Finally,
more recent studies have tested moment tensor migration imaging,
simultaneously inverting for the source mechanism as well as its lo-
cation and origin time (Chambers et al., 2014; Zhebel and Eisner,
2015). Naturally, in cases of limited acquisition setups, such imaging
methods need to be combined with a polarity analysis.
The vast majority of location methods assume the velocity model

known. In reservoir monitoring, it is often extracted from sonic logs
that require upscaling and blocking (Maxwell, 2014), thus including
only depth (1D) variations. In the mining and shallow subsurface
section, other well-based techniques, such as vertical seismic profil-
ing (VSP) or reverse VSP, are usually used. Nonetheless, given the
subsurface events’ distance from the borehole, lateral variations of
the velocity model might be significant yet unaccounted for.
In this study, we advocate for complex updates of the initial 1D

velocity model, using subsurface sources of known locations, with
or without the source origin time knowledge. The calibration proc-
ess we suggest is, contrary to conventional methods (Hogarth et al.,
2017), picking-free. The proposed method operates using moveout-
corrected shot gathers, recently introduced for quality control (QC)
in microseismic monitoring (Grechka et al., 2015; Shuck et al.,
2015). Although these gathers are often used for QC or statics cal-

ibration (Jeremic and Duncan, 2017), in this study, we use their flat-
ness, assumed indicative of velocity model correctness, as an
objective function. Model updates are then formulated as an inver-
sion problem, aiming at maximizing these gathers’ flatness. We
solve it using a global-optimization approach, and subsequently
use inverted models in conventional location methods.
It is important to note that the suggested inversion approach can

operate on picked traveltimes instead of moveout-corrected gathers,
as shown for 1D horizontally layered models by Pei et al. (2009).
Nonetheless, there are different cases in which traveltime picking is
impractical or induces large errors, such as surface microseismic
monitoring (Chambers et al., 2010; Shuck et al., 2015), P-wave ob-
servation in hydraulic-fracture stimulation (Eisner et al., 2009b),
and near-surface event monitoring (Lellouch and Reshef, 2016).
In addition, the suggested workflow may be applied using a
wave-equation formulation instead of the ray approximation.
Although the computational costs are higher, it can handle complex
velocity models more accurately.
Several recent studies (e.g., Witten and Shragge, 2017; Lellouch

and Landa, 2017; Lellouch and Landa, 2018) aim at using source
image properties as a basis for complex velocity model updates.
However, the choice of such properties is nontrivial because spatial
focusing patterns may vary. In addition, some of them are chosen in
extended image domains, which are obtained by applying different
imaging conditions. Finally, the source image is constructed by the
summation of data recorded at different spatial points after traveltime
correction or back-propagation of the recorded data using a wave-
equation formulation. Because summed data originate from receivers
in various locations, it is possible that velocity errors will affect each
trace differently. Because only the summation of all traces can be
observed, local velocity errors might remain undetected if they have
annulling effects on different traces. As an alternative approach, full-
waveform inversion using microseismic events is also being recently

developed (Lyu et al., 2018;Wang and Alkhalifah,
2018). Nonetheless, such methods suffer from the
coupling between source parameters (location, on-
set time, source function, focal mechanism, etc.)
and propagation medium.
In the following, the suggested workflow is

illustrated using synthetic and field examples.
The synthetic example is of reservoir scale,
whereas the field example is from the shallow
subsurface. Because the suggested method is
general, it may be applied to different monitoring
scenarios with little to no adjustments.

SOURCE IMAGING AND MOVEOUT-
CORRECTED GATHERS

A conventional location method is coherency
scanning, also known as source imaging, which
is equivalent to a one-way Kirchhoff migration. It
estimates the source location at the point of maxi-
mal imaged amplitude assuming a known veloc-
ity model (Maxwell, 2010). The influence of
velocity models on microseismic location has
been extensively studied (Eisner et al., 2009a;
Poliannikov et al., 2014) and found to signifi-
cantly affect event positioning. However, reason-
able source images might be obtained even when

Figure 1. (a) Acquisition setup for single synthetic event recording. The underlying P-
wave velocity model exhibits lateral variation due to structural formations. Receiver
locations are in blue, whereas sources are denoted by black asterisks. (b) For compari-
son, an approximated 1D velocity model, extracted at the receiver borehole, is used.
(c) Synthetic data are computed using the model in (a).
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using wrong velocity models, eventually leading to spatial location
errors. Let us demonstrate this with a simple test case. In Figure 1a,
we show a wide-coverage, 2D monitoring acquisition of a single
event in a relatively complex acoustic velocity model. Receivers
are positioned between depths of 1 and 3 km, with a spacing interval
of 5 m. We use a 1D approximation of the velocity model (Fig-
ure 1b), extracted at the monitoring borehole location, for compari-
son with the true model. Using the complex velocity model, we
generate synthetic data by calculating traveltimes from the desig-
nated event location to all monitoring receivers and convolving
them with a Ricker wavelet (Figure 1c). Note the complex wave-
front arising from the velocity model. Because there is no added
noise and a fair number of receivers, the imaging quality practically
depends solely on the accuracy of the velocity model.
We construct source images using the coherency scanning

method: for every possible source point in space,
traveltimes to each receiver are calculated using
the velocity model. In this example, we use an
eikonal solver. Then, traces are shifted according
to calculated traveltimes and are subsequently
stacked. In Figure 2, we show the images con-
structed using the different velocity models.
When the image is computed using the true
velocity (Figure 2a), the point of maximal
stacked amplitude coincides with the true source
location (the green cross). However, when the 1D
velocity function extracted at the receivers’ loca-
tion is used, the location of the energy maximum,
and thus the estimated source location, are mis-
positioned by approximately 50 m in both axes
(Figure 2b). Although in practical cases, the
reference true image is unknown, in this exam-
ple, we see that the stacked energy is lower when
the 1D model is used (0.6 versus 1 in normalized
values). This indicates a nonoptimal summation
of traces at the estimated image point.
By constructing moveout-corrected gathers,

one can observe the contribution of each re-
corded trace to the source image. Practically,
those gathers are simple to construct. For every
spatial point at which such a gather is to be con-
structed, we calculate estimated traveltimes from
that point to each receiver. Then, each trace in the
original shot record is shifted according to the
associated traveltime. Let us now revisit the
velocity model’s effect on source imaging. Look-
ing solely at the image constructed using the
wrong velocity model, as would be available
in practical cases, there is no direct, simple
way of realizing that the model is incorrect. In
Figure 2, we also show time-shifted gathers con-
structed at the estimated source locations (the
points of maximal amplitude), using the true
(Figure 2c) and 1D velocity models (Figure 2d).
When constructed using the former, the gather is
flat and centered, after moveout correction, on
origin time zero. On the contrary, when the
1Dmodel is used, only a certain part of the gather
is flat and some traces are significantly separated,

indicating incoherent summation and an erroneous velocity model.
In addition, its flat part (receivers 1−250) is centered on approxi-
mately 15 ms. Knowledge of the source origin time would have thus
also immediately ruled out the gather as centered on a wrong origin
time. Without such knowledge, cases of limited acquisition (e.g.,
using only receivers 1–250) might prove difficult in estimating
velocity correctness because the gather may have a practically flat
part even when constructed with an erroneous velocity model.
In Figure 3, we show different moveout-corrected gathers con-

structed using the same single source data to illustrate the gathers’
sensitivity. They differ in the location at which they are constructed
as well as the used velocity. When the correct velocity model and
source location are used, the gather has no residual moveout. On the
contrary, when either one of them is wrong, the gathers are bent in
some complex way. It is important to note that location errors in

Figure 2. Image contribution decomposition. (a) Imaging of single source data, using
the true velocity model. (b) Imaging using a 1D approximation of the velocity model.
The true source location is denoted by a green cross. When a 1D model is used, the
estimated focusing point is shifted by approximately 50 m in X and Z. The amplitude
at the point of maximal focus diminishes, indicating the noncoherent summation of
traces. (c and d) Time-shifted gathers constructed at the estimated source locations with
true and 1D velocity models. When we use the true model (c), the gather is perfectly flat
and at the correct origin time (no moveout). However, when the 1D model is used (d),
the gather loses its flat shape. The flat (up to receiver 250) part is focused approximately
on 15 ms, which, if origin time is known, also indicates wrong velocity/location.
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depth are mapped to much larger moveout changes in the gathers
compared with lateral errors. This is indicative of a higher sensitiv-
ity to depth estimation, as expected from the acquisition geometry.
Negative (“smiling”) and positive (“crying”) velocity errors have
different effects on the gathers’moveout. It is also worth noting that
relatively small velocity errors (5%) have a significant influence on
the gathers. Nonetheless, for this example, we use a bulk shift of the
velocity model, which accentuates the effect on the gathers. In ad-
dition, when a wrong model is used, a flatter gather would almost
certainly exist at another spatial location, as is the case in the pre-
vious example.
In general, because the origin time, velocity model, and source

location are coupled in their effects on the gathers, ambiguities may
arise. Therefore, introducing correct a priori information by con-
straining some of the unknowns may be helpful in estimating
the remaining ones. For microseismic location, the velocity model
is fixed and the location and time are estimated. For velocity model
updates, on the other hand, sources of known location may be used.
The advantage of knowing their origin time is clear because we
know the gathers have to be flat at origin time zero, but it is not
necessary. From the simple examples shown so far, we conclude
that moveout-corrected gathers are sensitive to velocity errors
and can therefore be used as a basis for velocity model updating.
However, one should keep in mind the velocity/origin time cou-
pling, and aim at eliminating it, mostly by wider receiver coverage.
In this study, as previously stated, we aim to use moveout-cor-

rected shot gathers directly for velocity model inversion. So far, we
have seen that when using the correct velocity model, constructed
moveout-corrected gathers are flat. By contrast, causality between
flat gathers and correct velocity model has been extensively studied
for conventional migration velocity analysis (Brandsberg-Dahl et al.,
2003; Symes, 2008). It was found to be dependent upon the model
complexity and the choice of the domain (Biondi, 2006) along
which the gathers are constructed rather than always true. Because
flat common image gathers are often accepted, under certain lim-
itations, as indicative of an effectively correct velocity model, we
will follow this approach in this study.

The usage of this type of gathers is different from the standard
microseismic velocity calibration approach (Eisner et al., 2009a;
Bardainne and Gaucher, 2010). It does not use data traveltimes di-
rectly; thus, no picking procedure is conducted. As a by-product, it
maintains the original data quality and uncertainty associated with it
(finite bandwidth, noise, etc.). In addition, it may help in under-
standing local velocity model errors, which will be reflected in non-
flat parts of the gathers. Nonetheless, it is important to note that,
assuming correct traveltime picking, the inversion scheme we sub-
sequently discuss may be reduced to operate on picks rather than
moveout-corrected gathers.

VELOCITY MODEL UPDATES

In this section, we formulate the basis for velocity model updates
based on the flatness of moveout-corrected gathers. Sources at
known locations are used, along with source origin time knowledge,
if present. Practically, these may be perforation shots, drill-bits, cal-
ibration sources, etc. The workflow is based on competitive particle
swarm optimization (CPSO). We follow the practical explanation of
the method given by Luu et al. (2016). In short, CPSO is a type of
Monte Carlo (or random) iterative search that aims at finding the
global extremum of a function that has several local extrema
and/or might not be smooth. In our case, we aim at finding the op-
timal acoustic velocity model in terms of a certain objective func-
tion that will be discussed later. For now, we assume that for every
velocity model V̄, there exists a mapping to the objective function
value E. In PSO, several simple entities, referred to as particles, are
randomly positioned in the model search space of some function,
and each one evaluates the objective function at its current location.
Then, each particle determines its movement through the search
space by combining its own current and best locations in the search
space with the best location of the entire swarm, after applying
some random perturbations. The next iteration takes place after
all of the particles have been moved. Eventually, the swarm as a
whole is likely to move closer to an optimum of the objective func-
tion (Poli et al., 2007). The competitive part (CPSO) reinitializes
particles that are close to one another (in the search-space sense)

if their current estimated objective function val-
ues are not among the best in the swarm. There
are many other possible metaheuristic ap-
proaches, such as genetic algorithms, ant-colony
optimization, or neighborhood algorithms (Sen
and Stoffa, 2013), which we expect to perform
similarly well.
In global optimization methods, a crucial

choice is the velocity model parameterization. If
we allow for every possible grid point to change,
the search will most likely never converge.
Therefore, we need to assert some a priori knowl-
edge of the velocity model. Because initial veloc-
ity models are often obtained from sonic logging,
it is reasonable to assume we have layer tops, as
well as a reasonable estimation of their velocity,
at the monitoring location. However, these layers
may be positively or negatively dipping, and the
estimated velocity might be erroneous. Because
microseismic monitoring distances are usually
relatively short, we assume that the velocity
within each layer is constant. Therefore, the

Figure 3. (top row) Gathers constructed at different depths, (middle row) different hori-
zontal positions, and (bottom row) different velocities. Errors in either position or veloc-
ity yield nonflat gathers. Gathers are more sensitive to depth errors than horizontal ones,
as expected from the acquisition geometry. Negative (smiling) and positive (crying)
velocity errors have different effects on the gathers’ moveout.
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model is parameterized using layer dips and velocities, with the
layer tops acting as a constraint. On a side note, recent research
in the field of microseismics is concerned with the anisotropic
parameters of the velocity models (Wuestefeld et al., 2010; Eisner
et al., 2011; Grechka et al., 2011). In this study, we limit ourselves
to isotropic velocity updates. Despite that, incorporating an aniso-
tropic parameter search, probably after the best possible isotropic
model has been constructed, seems highly promising and easily im-
plementable using the CPSO approach.
The remaining issue to address is the objective function. As pre-

viously discussed, the gather is assumed to have no moveout when
the imaging point and velocity are correct. Therefore, a way to
quantify its flatness is required. In search for a picking-free method,
we opted for the minimal variation objective function. Let us exam-
ine a moveout-corrected gather di;t, with i being the receiver num-
ber (out of N) and t being the time-sample number. We assume the
gather is calculated within a large time window ½−T; T�, around an
arbitrary but reasonable origin time point. Usually, T would be half
a second or so. Of course, if the origin time or a rough estimate of
the origin time is available, T can be diminished to reduce compu-
tation time. To ensure that the variation objective function is calcu-
lated for a significant part of the gather, we first calculate the
average trace at by

at ¼
P

N
m¼1 dm;t

N
: (1)

We calculate the variation around time s, which is the time sample at
which at is maximal. To include mostly signal and avoid noise con-
tamination, a rather small window ½s −W; sþW] is used to calcu-
late the variation. In this study, we take W as the seismic wavelet
length, so that the total window is about twice that wavelet, or ap-
proximately 40 ms. The objective function E is then calculated ac-
cording to

E ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

N
i¼1

PsþW
t¼s−Wðdi;t − atÞ2

N · ð2W þ 1Þ

s
: (2)

This is, in fact, the average windowed difference, in the root-mean-
square sense, between each trace in the moveout-corrected gather
and the average trace calculated by summation of all traces along
the receiver axis. Because the same source is recorded by all receiv-
ers, we expect it to have the same temporal behavior in all traces. To
eliminate amplitude variations due to geometric spreading, varying
receiver coupling, anelastic dissipation etc., we normalize each
trace before calculating E, which we are minimizing.
With the definition of the objective function E, CPSO may be

applied. To illustrate the workflow, we use a source of known lo-
cation (see Figure 4a), with and without knowledge of the true
source origin time. The velocity model is in the background and
is fully recoverable using the chosen model parameterization dis-
cussed in the next paragraph. We use a set of 100 microseismic
events, originating from the same layer, which will eventually be
located (Figure 4b). In Figure 4c, we display the initial model, a
1D velocity profile extracted with errors and without dip informa-
tion at the receivers’ location. Recent advances in microseismic
monitoring using distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) demonstrate
a large increase in receiver coverage. For example, Karrenbach et al.

(2017) show a high signal-to-noise ratio recording of a microseismic
event over several kilometers covered by an optical fiber. Nonethe-
less, we choose a wide acquisition geometry mostly for illustrative
purposes.
We emphasize that for generating seismograms of recorded

events, we use a simple eikonal traveltime solver, whose result
is convolved with a Ricker wavelet to yield synthetic data. There-
fore, although we introduce P- and S-wave solutions, this is not a
wave-equation modeling. Furthermore, inversion is conducted us-
ing the same eikonal solver, thus leading to an inverse crime. The
reason for this choice is to separate effects of ray approximation and
possible cycle skipping from the traveltime resolution of the inverse
formulation. We later show the application of the method on elastic
modeling data and discuss its limitations.
In Table 1, we summarize inversion parameters, with a total of

approximately 30 inverted unknowns. The true model parameters
are given, and layer tops are assumed known for the inversion.
An initial velocity model, including no dip knowledge and errone-
ous velocity values, is used as a basis for the CPSO algorithm. Each
particle uses a random variation of the initial model as a starting
model. The acceptable dip range is �20o, and the initial velocities
may differ by up to 30% of the initial model values. From this point
onward, those constraints are the initial model’s only effect on the
inversion scheme. For approximately 30 unknowns, we use 300 par-
ticles and 500 iterations; i.e., 150,000 different models are tested.
This consumes roughly an hour on a standard six-core workstation.
In Figure 5, we show the original calibration shot record and

moveout-corrected gathers constructed using different velocities.
Input calibration data (Figure 5a) are contaminated with a normally
distributed noise. The average signal-to-noise ratio, calculated by

Figure 4. Synthetic test layout. Receivers are denoted in blue circles.
(a) Perforation shot (red star) at a known location. The underlying
velocity field consists of layers with different dips. (b) Using that
model, we simulate 100 microseismic events (black stars), which all
originate from the same layer. (c) At the receivers’ location, we ex-
tract an 1D approximation of the velocity field, containing true layer
tops, some velocity errors, and no dip information.
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the peak signal value divided by the mean noise value, is approx-
imately 1/2. The first arrivals are hardly noticeable. Automatic trav-
eltime picking of such data is challenging. We applied several
methods, which all failed: entropy maximization, the modified Cop-
pens algorithm (Sabbione and Velis, 2010), and short time average

over long time average (Earle and Shearer, 1994). The only ap-
proach that yields reasonable results for these data is dynamic linear
programming, which optimizes the coherency between adjacent
traces. We followMolyneux and Schmitt (1999), but we use a linear
objective function based on the total signal amplitude instead. We

Table 1. Summary of layered model properties (the tops are assumed known; although the approximate layer velocities are
available, no dip information is present).

Layer # Top depth (m) True velocity (m∕s) True dip (°) Initial velocity (�30%) Initial dip (�20)

1 1000.0 3000.0 0.0 3100.0 0.0

2 1500.0 4200.0 0.0 4000.0 0.0

3 2000.0 4300.0 8.13 4400.0 0.0

4 2100.0 4500.0 8.53 4400.0 0.0

5 2150.0 4600.0 5.30 4500.0 0.0

6 2250.0 4700.0 5.30 4800.0 0.0

7 2325.0 4300.0 9.32 4100.0 0.0

8 2495.0 4800.0 10.12 5000.0 0.0

9 2575.0 4403.0 12.48 4600.0 0.0

10 2625.0 4272.0 8.53 4050.0 0.0

11 2675.0 4500.0 6.51 4300.0 0.0

12 2775.0 3807.0 2.45 3900.0 0.0

13 2820.0 4187.0 −2.45 4400.0 0.0

14 2840.0 4246.0 −6.92 4450.0 0.0

15 2875.0 4900.0 −9.72 4800.0 0.0

16 3090.0 4200.0 −12.875 4400.0 0.0

Figure 5. (a) Original shot record of the calibration source. It contains P and S arrivals, as well as a linear moveout noise, all marked by arrows.
Signal to noise is very low. (b) Applying autopicking on this record yields large errors. Dotted black lines represent the mean absolute picking
error value, which is approximately 1 ms. (c) Moveout-corrected gather, calculated with the initial (1D) model, is clearly flawed because the
traces are not aligned. (d) After velocity calibration without source origin time, the gather has a much flatter moveout. However, it is centered
approximately 3 ms later than the true origin time. (e) Gather built after origin time information is used to constrain the inversion. (f) Gather
built using the true model. Objective function values E, calculated for each moveout-corrected gather, are displayed on top of gathers (c-f).
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show picking misfits using this approach in Figure 5b. Figure 5c
displays a moveout-corrected gather constructed using the initial
velocity model. Traces are clearly misaligned and the gather is very
far from flat, indicating a velocity error. After the inversion process,
without (Figure 5d) and with (Figure 5e) source origin time knowl-
edge, the gathers are significantly flatter and practically equivalent
in quality to the one constructed using the true velocity model
(Figure 5f). This can be seen by the objective values obtained
for each gather, which are very close for these three models. How-
ever, when no source origin time constraint is applied, the gather
(Figure 5c) is centered on the wrong origin time, with a misfit
of approximately 3 ms, indicative of a too-high velocity model.
It is also important to note that the S and linear phases, despite being
present in the data and not being manually overridden, are never
coherent after moveout correction with the P-wave velocity, and
thus they do not affect convergence. The averaging nature of the
chosen objective function allows for handling of low signal-to-noise
ratio data because when enough receivers are present, the noise ef-
fects are canceled out.
Let us now examine the velocity models whose usage yields these

gathers. In Figure 6a, we show the initial, 1D, erroneous model.
Inverted models, with (Figure 6b) and without (Figure 6c) source
origin time knowledge, are quite different from the true model (Fig-
ure 6d) despite capturing the overall model trend. Although some of
the discrepancies may be attributed to global optimization conver-
gence, which is random and eventually limited by the run time,
the gathers may shed some light on the uniqueness of the inversion.
In terms of the objective function, gathers constructed using the in-
verted models are practically as good as the one constructed using the
true model. Due to noisy input data, a better objective function value
is actually obtained for one of the inverted gathers. In other words,
nonuniqueness is an inherent part of the inversion problem as formu-
lated. It is also reasonable to assume that many different models
might yield practically equivalent objective function values. As a re-
sult, correctly retrieving the model becomes an impossible task.
Therefore, we refer to the inverted velocity model as an effective

one, applicable for location purposes, and not a true structural/depth
model. Because we are eventually interested in improving the lo-
cation, it is acceptable to use objectively wrong
velocity models as long as they are effectively
useful for location purposes within a given area.
In addition, due to the objective function’s com-
plexity, it is possible that the inverted solution is
only a local minimum and equal or better (in
terms of minimum variation) models exist. None-
theless, because we use a global-optimization
solution, it is less likely.

LOCATION IMPROVEMENT

We use inverted velocity models for coherency
scanning-, or source imaging-based location of
all 100 modeled microseismic events (Figure 4b),
using no origin time knowledge of the sources.
Located events have the same signal-to-noise ra-
tio and contain different seismic phases, as does
the calibration source. By the nature of the loca-
tion method, picking is not applied and the pro-
cedure is, for this example, fully automatic. In
Figure 7, we show a summary of location results.

Using the initial velocity model (Figure 7a), location is very poor
and the average error, measured as the 2D distance between true and
estimated locations, is approximately 100 m. When the inverted
velocity models are used, the error decreases dramatically —
to 20 m without the source origin time (Figure 7b) and 13 m with
it (Figure 7c). Due to noisy input data, even when we use the true
model (Figure 7d), the location is imperfect and has an average error
of 11 m. In Figure 7e–7h, we show histograms of error distribution
in the x- and z-directions. In addition to the obvious improvement
when using the calibrated models, we also see that location is more
precise in its depth estimation than its lateral one. Because the ac-
quisition system has superior resolution in the z-direction, this result
is expected (Eisner et al., 2009a). Overall, we conclude that even
though the calibrated velocity models differ from the true model,
they clearly improve the location results and may thus be used
for that purpose. Although error distribution after calibration is
not significant enough for a thorough statistical analysis, we expect
a decrease in accuracy the further the sources to locate are from the
calibration source’s location.

ELASTIC EFFECTS

As previously stated, the synthetic example that we show is guilty
of the inverse crime. Therefore, we repeat the calibration procedure
with simulated data computed using a wave-equation 2D pseudo-
spectral elastic modeling. The source is a force wavelet directed
toward the receiver borehole. In Figure 8a, we show the modeled
recorded data. By superimposing eikonal traveltimes on it, we show
that the ray approximation cannot accurately retrieve wave propa-
gation in complex areas. To use elastic data for velocity calibration,
we take its absolute value and normalize each trace by its maximum
to avoid angle-dependent phase and amplitude effects. When these
data are used with the same initial velocity model as the previous
example (Figure 8b), the gather clearly is not flat. After calibration
without source origin time (Figure 8c), the gather is flatter, but the
problematic area remains unresolved. Even when using the true
model (Figure 8d), the gather is not flat and it has a significantly
worse objective function value compared with the inverted model.

Figure 6. Original and inverted velocity models. We only display the approximate il-
luminated parts of the model using a single calibration source. (a) Initial erroneous 1D
model. (b) Inverted model using the calibration source, without the source origin time
information. (c) Inverted model using source time information as well. (d) True model.
The overall velocity trend and dips are relatively well-resolved, especially with the
source origin time knowledge.
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This is due to the limitations of the ray approximation that we use
during the inversion procedure.
For a fair comparison, located events are unchanged and remain

computed using a ray approximation. Nonetheless, event location
using a calibrated model obtained with an elastic calibration shot
is significantly improved. Although for the initial model, the aver-
age error is approximately 100 m, Figure 8e shows a decrease to
approximately 30 m using the calibrated model and its error-
distribution histogram (Figure 8f). This is not much worse than
the average 20 m error obtained, in the previous section, with a cal-
ibration source of unknown time computed using the forward mod-
eling of the inverse operator.

3D FIELD-DATA EXAMPLE

The field example we show is in the shallow subsurface. The
study is conducted around a 10 m diameter shaft used for construc-
tion, with manual hammer hits used as the sources. The hits, whose

locations are known, are oriented toward the receivers, positioned in
three separate cased boreholes (Figure 9a), named BH 1 to BH 3. A
16 3C geophone string is positioned at a different depth in each
borehole (Figure 9b) and coupled to its casing using pressurized
air. The lithology of the area is a mixture of sand, shales, and occa-
sionally sandstones, without clear boundaries between units. Due to
overburden pressure and compaction, the velocity increases with
depth. At the surface level, we observe very low velocities, repre-
sentative of unconsolidated sediments (Lellouch and Reshef, 2017).
The synthetic example shown above is of a 2D scenario. How-

ever, the transition to 3D is relatively straightforward. As data pre-
processing removes amplitude information, the problem becomes
essentially kinematic. Thus, as long as traveltimes can be calculated
for a 3D model, there is no major difference between 2D and 3D
applications.
Due to the 3D nature of the problem and data scarcity, we operate

in a two-stage approach. At first, we invert for an optimal 1D veloc-
ity model using all available data because most subsurface complex-

ity lies in the depth variation. The model consists
of 51 layers, each 1 m thick, spanning depths of 0
−50 m. To obtain geologically realistic models, a
10 m smoothing window is applied to the veloc-
ity field. The initial model for the first stage of
the inversion is a 1D average of several check
shots conducted in the area. For each layer,
the inverted velocity is constrained to �30%

of the initial velocity model at that layer. After
the best 1D model is established by inversion,
we repeat the procedure for each borehole sepa-
rately. Therefore, for each azimuth, a different
1D model is constructed. The best overall 1D
model, previously estimated during the first
stage, will be used as a �10% constraint for
the azimuthally dependent second-stage inver-
sion. In addition, the estimated source origin time
(i.e., the time at which the gathers are flat) from
the first stage is used as an constraint for each
azimuth separately. Under these conditions, we
allow for relatively small variations of the best
1D model and assure separately inverted gathers
are focused on the same origin time. The three
separate 1D models, one per azimuth, are com-
bined using a kriging procedure, assuming each
extracted profile originates at the midpoint be-
tween the source and receiver boreholes.
Figure 10 summarizes the calibration process

using a single shot at a depth of 9 m with un-
known origin time as the calibration information.
In this example, we study only the Z-component
data of the first-break (P-wave) arrival because it
is illustrative of the presented concepts. In addi-
tion, as can be seen in the calibration source rec-
ord (Figure 10a), the data quality for the S-waves
picking is lower and it is debatable whether the
arrivals have any moveout at all. Due to the
lack of separation between the first arrival and
later phases, dead/noisy traces, and polarity re-
versal, recorded data cannot be used directly.
Although traveltime picking is not conducted,

Figure 7. Final location results for different velocity models: (a) initial (1D) model,
(b) inverted model without origin time, (c) inverted model with the origin time, and
(d) true model. Correct source locations are denoted by blue stars, and estimated loca-
tions are denoted by red circles. The average location error (2D distance) is denoted by D
on top of each graph. Below each location plot, a histogram of positioning errors in X
(black) and Z (red) is drawn (e-h). Overall, errors using the initial model are very large
and follow a relatively flat distribution. When calibrated models are used, errors de-
crease significantly and the distributions are more Gaussian-shaped.
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preprocessing is required and the workflow is not, in this case, au-
tomatic. We show the same data, after choosing high-quality traces
(39 out of 48 are used), manually applying top and bottom mute,
and correcting the traces’ polarity for sign reversal, in Figure 10b.
The moveout-corrected gather constructed using the initial velocity
model (Figure 10c) indicates that the initial velocity model is erro-
neous because borehole 3 is clearly misaligned with boreholes 1 and
2. The gather after overall 1D model calibration (Figure 10d) is
much flatter. In addition, it is centered on an earlier time, indicating
an average velocity decrease trend. When the 3D model is used
(Figure 10e), small misalignments are eliminated and the gather
flatness is improved. The initial and different inverted velocity mod-
els appear in Figure 10f. Analyzing the 1D inverted model, we see

that the velocity at depths of 10−30 m is significantly reduced, and
deeper values are consistent with the initial model. When 3D var-
iations are introduced, small discrepancies between different azi-
muths are present. Despite major updates, inverted velocity
models are not necessarily closer to reality than the initial model.
Nonetheless, following the synthetic examples, they are expected to
outperform the initial model in terms of the final location accuracy.
The coherency-scanning location procedure uses data after the

same preprocessing applied to the calibration source. Data thus con-
sist of acceptable signal-to-noise ratio traces, muted around the first
arrivals, and phase corrected. As such, they may be effectively
stacked. We display the location results in Figure 11, with map (Fig-
ure 11a) and side (Figure 11b) views. They indicate that for this data

Figure 9. Field-acquisition geometry. Three separate boreholes, denoted by colored circles, record sources at depths 5–14 m, denoted by red
asterisks. (a) Map and (b) side view show the experiment layout, including the shot chosen for calibration (black rectangle). Note the overall
small scale of the problem, differing from the synthetic example.

Figure 8. Velocity calibration and event location using elastic calibration data. (a) Modeled data with an overlay of traveltimes computed used an
eikonal solver (dotted lines). In the marked areas, the ray-approximation solution significantly diverges from the wave-equation one. (b-d) Move-
out corrected gathers built using the (b) initial, (c) inverted, and (d) true velocity models. Objective function values are given on top of the gathers.
The inverted velocity model yields higher coherence than the true one. (e) Event location result when using the inverted model. True source
locations are denoted in blue stars and their estimated locations in red circles. Average location error is 30 m. (f) Histogram distribution of location
errors.
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set, the initial velocity model is useless in terms of location. Events
are mostly positioned very close to the surface and at a wrong
fX; Yg location. We believe that this is mostly due to the farthest
borehole (3), which is, before calibration, significantly misaligned
with the two other boreholes. Therefore, intuitively, source loca-
tions are drawn toward borehole 3 to compensate for this misalign-
ment. On the contrary, when the calibrated 1D velocity model is
used, positioning significantly improves, except for two shallow
events. For the 3D model, those events are clustered with the rest
and an overall acceptable location is obtained. The mean error, mea-
sured as the 3D distance between the true and estimated source lo-
cations, is 3.4 m. It is important to note that because of the

acquisition geometry, no ray coverage exists below the calibration
source depth. Therefore, sources at depths of 2−9 m are inherently
harder to precisely locate because the velocity model at these depths
cannot be reliably inverted (and thus we use the problematic initial
model instead). Accordingly, for 1D and 3D inverted models, the
shallow sources are located with a larger error than the deep ones.
Because the difference in location between initial and inverted

models is substantial, we conclude that for such scenarios a calibra-
tion source of known location is necessary. It is important to note
that due to the operational limits of the experiment, the used cal-
ibration source is ideal as it is one of the location targets. In cases
where the calibration source and location targets are spatially

Figure 10. Velocity model calibration. (a) Original shot record. (b) Same record after choosing high-quality traces, muting around the first
breaks and manually correcting polarity shifts. (c) Moveout corrected gather constructed using the initial velocity model has significant move-
out. (d) Gather after a 1D model calibration without source origin time. It is significantly flatter and centered on an earlier origin time, in-
dicating an overall velocity decrease. (e) Gather after 3D model calibration. Small misalignments in the gather are corrected (see the red
ellipses) and flatness is improved. The value of the objective function E is displayed on top of the gathers. (f) Velocity models: initial
(red), 1D inverted (black), and azimuthally dependent 1D velocity models (green, magenta, and blue).

Figure 11. Location results of all 12 events in (a) map and (b) side views. True locations are denoted by the (a) cross’ intersection and
(b) magenta crosses. Using the initial model, almost all events (red squares) are positioned close to the surface and at a wrong fX; Yg location.
Using the 1D inverted model, location results (blue triangles) improve significantly. Nonetheless, two events are still mispositioned. When the
3D model is used (green diamonds), those two events are clustered with the rest. The overall location is acceptable — the mean error,
measured as 3D Euclidean distance between the estimated and known locations of the subsurface sources, is approximately 3.4 m.
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separated, the benefits obtained from such calibration might be di-
minished. In addition, incorporating the 3D model complexity im-
proves the location results and is recommended whenever possible.
We believe that this example is especially challenging due to the

lack of temporal separation between seismic phases. For reservoir-
or mine-scale monitoring, on the contrary, a clearer phase separation
can be expected thanks to longer propagation traveltimes. There-
fore, we expect muting will not be necessary in such cases, whereas
some manual trace editing might still be required.

DISCUSSION

So far, we have illustrated how velocity model updates using a
single calibration source, with or without source origin time knowl-
edge, can significantly improve the event location. Our examples,
synthetic and field, are of downhole monitoring. The method does
not require traveltime picking, which is time consuming and is often
a source of uncertainty and error. In addition, the used objective
function operates simultaneously on the entire moveout-corrected
gather. It measures the gather’s variation from a pilot trace that
is obtained by stacking the gather. As with every summation oper-
ator, it allows for better handling of low signal-to-noise-ratio data,
often present in monitoring configurations. Conventional picking-
based procedures, on the contrary, require single-trace analysis. In
the case of low signal-to-noise-ratio shot records, such picking
might prove difficult, and thus it might induce errors. A final benefit
is that moveout-corrected gathers may be visually inspected for QC.
Because they maintain the original data and not its reduction to the
traveltime, flatness may be evaluated taking into account the seis-
mic wavelet and data quality. Problematic parts of the gather may be
identified, and they may be at least coarsely related to erroneous
zones in the velocity model.
Moveout-corrected gathers are versatile in handling varying lev-

els of source information. Because the origin time is a parameter of
the gather, the method may be used with and without source origin
time knowledge. If it is known, the gather must be flat at time zero
after moveout correction. Without knowing the origin time, the
gather must be flat at a certain but unknown time. If sources excited
at known locations are recorded, the gathers may be constructed and
analyzed only at those spatial positions, as is done in this study.
Nonetheless, even without source-location information, time-
shifted gathers may be useful. In that case, they should be flat at
a certain point in space and at a certain time. This opens up a win-
dow for calibration-free velocity estimation, which is not discussed
in this study.
The suggested approach has several limitations. Because average

gather properties are measured, using a large number of receivers is
important for the stabilization of the objective function calculation
and its robustness to noise. In this aspect, using picked traveltimes
would be better in terms of inversion convergence. For practical
cases, we believe that several dozens of receivers will be required
for an effective solution. Given the recent improvements and avail-
ability of DAS monitoring, this limitation may soon be alleviated.
Another restriction is that input data need to be corrected for source
focal mechanism and measurement axis imprint, influencing the
phase and amplitude. Otherwise, the coherency values of the gather
will spuriously deteriorate. Because we use solely kinematic infor-
mation, this correction may be conventionally applied and include
sign-only compensation. Alternatively, one may use the signal
envelope or absolute value at a cost of reduced resolution, but some

preprocessing of the data will still be required. For the near-surface
field example that we show, more intensive processing is needed,
including muting around the first arrivals and removing low-quality
or dead traces. A final limitation, most clearly visible when observ-
ing the wave-equation synthetic data set, is the potential problem of
cycle skipping. It is a common difficulty, shared by most if not all
waveform-based inversion methods, most notably full-waveform
inversion. Nonetheless, because reasonable initial velocity models
may usually be expected in monitoring configurations, cycle skip-
ping will be less severe. It is also possible to coarsely mute recorded
data around the first arrivals (P and S) to eliminate trailing events,
which might cause cycle skipping. These events, in contrast to re-
flection seismology, can be considered as noise assuming that the
first arrivals are clearly visible.
We want to emphasize that if traveltime picking is conducted cor-

rectly, the method may be effectively reduced to operate on picked
traveltimes with a different objective function. In this aspect, be-
cause our suggested approach uses a ray approximation, there is
no fundamental difference between using picks and moveout-cor-
rected gathers. The gathers could also be used to conveniently ex-
tract residual traveltime moveout by crosscorrelation. Such
traveltime differences, if reliably extracted, can be used to solve
a purely kinematic inversion as well. Another advantage of using
moveout-corrected gathers, not implemented in this study, is that
they may be constructed using a wave-equation formulation. Com-
putational costs would be higher, but propagation would be calcu-
lated more precisely, and sharp model contrasts could be accurately
handled.
To solve the inverse problem, we opt for a global-optimization

approach. We use the CPSO algorithm, but many other choices
are possible. Because reasonably good initial structural models
and their interpretation are to be expected, adequate model param-
eterizations for global optimization may be chosen. For example,
given a conventional monitoring scenario, approximately 20−30
layers are usually enough for subsurface model representation. As-
suming that for each layer velocity, dip, and possibly top are all
inverted, we are still inverting for less than 100 parameters —
considered a relatively simple problem for global optimization.
The convergence rate depends on the number of parameters and
the quality of the initial model, but the overall problem dimension-
ality is within the capabilities of global optimization methods. In
addition, the objective function used for inversion is complex
and has many local minima. Any local optimization approach will
strongly depend on the initial model and will most likely converge
to a nonoptimal solution.
We stress that inverted models are not structurally correct. As a

single calibration source is used, inverted models can only be ex-
pected to explain the scarce input data. In other words, inverted
models are, ideally, equivalent to the true model only for the input
data because they yield a gather of equivalent flatness measure. As,
a consequence, for any source at a different location than the cal-
ibration point, the two models are not necessarily equivalent. In our
examples, we show that the location results improved after calibra-
tion. This is partly because the located sources are relatively close to
the calibration one. Parts of the models that are illuminated by the
calibration source are roughly those used for event location. It is
reasonable to assume that the location quality will thus decrease
the farther away sources are from the calibration point. For example,
using the perforation shot for velocity calibration and subsequent
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location of microseismic events is a promising application because
events are expected to be nearby. If the calibration source is, instead,
a shot at the surface the suggested methodology would probably
fail. Different parts of the model would be illuminated, and velocity
updates might be applied to areas of the model that are irrelevant to
the location procedure.
Although surface sources would probably be useless for calibra-

tion, the method could work well using surface receivers. Because
such receivers often suffer from low signal-to-noise ratio, the aver-
aging nature of the objective function could prove useful. Higher
resolution is to be expected in the horizontal direction in this case,
contrary to the examples shown in this study. Nonetheless, the cal-
ibration workflow would be the same up to possible differences in
model parameterization. Along with the joint downhole and surface
receiver’s calibration, it remains open to further research.
Extension of the method to 3D model updates depends only on

receiver coverage and computational power. In the field example,
because the data coverage is very poor, we show a simple and
direct way of adopting a multi-2D approach to 3D model building.
However, assuming better coverage and model parameterization,
accounting for some lateral variation (e.g., linear gradient, azimu-
thal dependence, and sectoring), 3D models may be directly in-
verted. As a further step, anisotropic parameters may also be
introduced to the model’s parameterization and inverted for.
Although this study shows a conceptual approach, it could ben-

efit from testing on conventional monitoring data. Such tests should
include integration with the standard monitoring workflow, includ-
ing back-propagation, joint P and S analysis, and focal mechanism
estimation, to demonstrate the practical usefulness of the suggested
method. Thanks to its ability to handle low signal-to-noise-ratio
events, incorporating surface monitoring could be effectively used
for better model inversion and location stabilization. In addition,
assuming a clear separation between different phases, a joint P/S
inversion, based on a common source location and origin time,
could be easily formulated and implemented as many structural
parameters (tops, layer dips : : : ) are shared by the P- and S-velocity
models.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we advocate the use of time-shifted gathers as a tool
for velocity model estimation. These gathers are assumed to be flat
only when constructed at the true source location and using the cor-
rect velocity model. Their flatness is quantified using the minimum
variation criterion, which operates as the objective function in a pro-
posed velocity inversion scheme. The main advantage of using the
suggested approach is that it does not require traveltime picking of
the data and can be formulated using a wave-equation framework. It
can be used on recorded data after radiation pattern and measure-
ment axis effects have been corrected for the phase sign, or on the
signal envelope. The method is less prone to noise, maintains origi-
nal data characteristics, and may be manually used for QC. Because
the amount of analyzed data is relatively small and good initial
models are to be expected, we utilize a global-optimization ap-
proach to the velocity inversion problem. Although model param-
eterization may be a limiting factor due to computational costs, it is
much more resilient to local extremum convergence. In structurally
complex synthetic and field-data examples, we show that although
inverted velocity models are nonunique and not necessarily close to
the true model, they significantly improve the location results. In

addition, the location results can be further improved if the origin
time of the calibration source is known.

DATA AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Data associated with this research are available and can be
obtained by contacting the corresponding author.
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